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CRIME PREVENTION
Prologue
It is interesting to note opposite of opposite is opposite always and the trait
never becomes a synonym even to give the meaning. There cannot be a creature
like this which will remain permanent ever. The opposite of wrong is right, and a
mistake is to set it right. Thus a crime cannot have the consequence as
punishment but kindness, to nullify the effect, which says the crimes are for
cruelty experienced somewhere, sometime, which is preserved as revenge and
that will never give one a feel of satisfaction even after the revenge taking action.
It creates the vacuum, not the joy if the individual is left alone, for which he keeps
a group with him always to suppress the vacuum. But an individual can become
inclusive if he conveys the hurt straight to the involved to set the situation
amicable for the ego surfaces the prioritized status of educated, and that the
same is being expected by the society too as an educated knows everything
forgetting that education is a lifelong process and a man learns till his death. The
status of education has nothing to do with the rate of crime for the crime occurs
in momentary indulgence out of ego, self centric attitude, pull downs, jealous and
sarcasm, and more such negative emotions which build within one self and comes
out where one looses the emotional balance that there is more possibility of
crime to be committed by the educated, literates than the uneducated, for the
uneducated have the feel of conviction, openness to know things accept facts and
include all with humanity. They have the brilliance to accept the mistake for
someone else even if they do not get involved in the same and these traits are
absolutely absent among the educated for they are trained superior, high handed,
authoritative and authenticated, they believe they can conquer the world with
their intelligence and they commit mistakes and blunders for their strategies of
intelligence which would have been solved otherwise at the budding stage.
Unfortunately these people form the top spheres of power and that are more of a
opportunity to stick to the celebrity status grabbing the opportunities of others. It
could be from a small mistake to huge blunders most of them go unnoticed only
for the faith and trust the society have on them as educated and on their
assumed virtue. When the uneducated out of momentary indulgence commit a
mistake or blunder, he moves to the police, whereas an educated goes to the
lawyer. For the uneducated thinks there is no remedy for the mistake except
punishment where as the efforts of lawyer finds a set of reason to support the
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committer as circumstantial evidences which make him relieved of even big
blunders for the court takes only the evidences given and arguments. The judicial
system has no way to find the truth with its own brilliance by making intelligent
queries observing the facts of the victims. The same is not mindful and the system
is rigid without corrective measures where the same ought to be a source of
opportunity to find what would transform the committer to his best that no
citizen born in this country is deprived of his opportunity, he moves always
progressively from where he is, that having assured of a life of his own, a man
even moves with confidence and makes his confession whole heartedly that the
complexity that would have been for the simple activity will be prevented which
the punitive measures will not bring. The governance has to make this scenario
practical for the living system offer everyone a bounty of opportunities to choose
from where as the society forces one to remain within preset norms for which he
indulges in risk demanding tasks unknowingly. For example if you are not to a job
mindfully and find the day could well be spent for a movie or a picnic, your
contribution in continuum should make you tell your superior the truth and
assurance for the job completed within the stipulated time with best of
efficacy,that you will be trusted always. This kind of openness is expected these
days for which there remains an understanding. This article gives out the source
of crime and how the same could be transformed to a progressive emotion.
Dr.Mrs.MeenakshiPrabhakar
aspireacademicexcellence.com
Coimbatore Institute of Technology
Coimbatore.

CRIME PREVENTION
Introduction
“There is no man so good,
who, were he to submit all his
thoughts and actions to the laws
would not deserve hanging ten
times in his life.” - Michel de
Montaigne”
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Crime is an attitude to give out emotions
aggressively that goes to the extent of
demanding the lives of the people. The crime is
not an offense but to be perceived as a
emotional state of mind which in the fear of
losing something or out of ego, without knowing
what better alternative can be taken make a
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person commit a blunder which is punishable and about the same he might be or
might not be knowing. The crime is natural if a mistake is done knowingly which
of the activities are considered offensive morally and the legal crimes are those
stipulated in rule which one might be or might not be knowing and the mistake
done causes troubles to someone who needs a remedy or compensation. While
the natural crime accounts to murder, rape, burglary and theft, the absence, the
duration of leave, the office hours are legal crimes which are stipulated for the
normal or average performance of the public. The natural crimes are for an
individual who is not recognized for his contributions and suppressed of his rights
by authoritative. The legal crimes are for ignorance of the involved of the official
norms, or the violations out of unavoidable situations which are primarily in the
recent times to take revenge on a person in charge of an official responsibility.
Such legal stipulations instead of regulating the officials give way as threat if not
cooperative with the superiors.
The issues related to crime are to be dealt with this as the bottom line and
for which correction becomes the outcome and thus inclusion. The outcome of a
crime can never be punishment and rejection which
aggravate and build negative emotions in the concern
who in due course of time move to commit blunders
and who remain in the criminal list ever. The first
mistake to legal system of any one is inability to find a
job, inability to tackle a situation for which the
government need to be preventive to provide job
opportunities for all in need, pay them for their claim
and make them self sufficient and confident. They
have to extend counseling for the timid, provide them adequate skills to live their
life with self confidence towards which the activities of the government should
be. When this prevents the new criminals added to legal concern, the due care
has to be extended to the criminals in their concern, to view the situation under
which the crime took place and for which the activities of the government should
be to prevent such situation when the core lies in counseling the committed to
give out his emotions completely and move to become normal and take up the
situation provided by the government as corrective measure. This conviction
brings in him the abnormal changes and that makes the country progressive.
There need to be measures from the department of law and order, which in due
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course of time make the imprisonment and arrests evade away.The imprisonment
and arrests are to segregate them from the public and to avoid aggressive
situations to give him opportunities to become normal and convicitve that the
same is to be with all the facilities they seek. The core lies in the basic human
right of thoughts and expression. Giving equality to all, which is not to make all
assume the same status, but to give them concern as humanity and contribute to
their growth as they are that they find their place assured for them progressively.
When we say education reached the majority, the same should get reflected with
people finding government to redress their grievance the minimum, and the
government departments progressively transform themselves to partner in social
activities, economic development, and finally become self sustained to take care
of itself completely. This is the actual purpose of any department in government
and the individual that there will be finally contributions from all directions and
that we establish peace everywhere. Conviction is the core of any differences, not
the winning, certainly not the winning.
The basics of the regulations, rules stipulated by the government are for
establishing amity and conviction that the law and order department should give
priority not to close a case, issue for record, but to
establish amity among the involved. The crime starts
from the core of finding a way to eradicate poverty,
the people in need of recognition, finding ways to
earn more to lead a luxurious life, taking examples
from the society, looting from the illicit
accumulations. All of them and a lot more networks
that finally emerge out to be terrorism, cooperating
the terrorists. We could say every one longs for
recognition the refusal of which turn out to be a crime
to the might of an involved. As per human rights,
every individual is born free and have equal dignity and rights. They are endowed
with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in the spirit of
brotherhood. This is given only for the birth right every individual have as he has
nothing as constraint and every opportunity to his own interests and freedom
that there cannot be restrictions. The government need to make every individual
free and earn his own with conscience and reason, that there can be interference
of government only when an individual in his pursuance of life disturbs the
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freedom of others and that is the reinforcing element of government to stream
line the activities of people to establish amity. The government is not to make
business and it cannot have people with average mindset to live in masses. The
prime need to be in government service is not intelligence but brilliance, the
openness to hear the grievances and make the grieved feel secured that he will
not go to extreme decisions. The jobless should get jobs, the innocent need to be
enhanced with skills, the salary wages are to be fixed and updated for the
credentials of the individual, he need to get respect for his dignity and rights. In
the democratic governance, everyone have only responsibility not authority that
there cannot be superior tendency to enforce restrictions but conviction that
make all inclusive and contributing to the self development thus progressing the
nation and world at large.
The human rights and the constitution of any country give priority to the
freedom of thoughts and expression, worship and assembly. But the same is not
practiced in routine that they have a restriction and authority over their thoughts
and expression, influences over their worship and assembly for personal benefits
and external pressure. When a human being is free to live, he cannot have any
restrictions he can have only the regulations to share the wealth including
knowledge. The financial crisis play vital role in the conduct and thus every one
need to be satisfied of what he receives as wages for his work, and have scope for
hike ever when he gives out his skills progressively. For this reason only, several
government brought out the fiat money system which means “Let it be done”,
indicating let everyone get what they want for their proven skills. It is
authoritative attitude of people to possess the privileges for them alone and
remain as privileged and hold celebrity status make the situation messy and
accumulate all the wealth to the greedy that the lean cash flow in a country make
the crimes happen with advanced technologies for there is still the wish of
countries to rule over others in spite of the efforts taken by United Nations to
establish world peace. As long as a country has a military and enhance the skills
and expertise of the same, the fear of war exists, and the chances for the same is
common for every egoistic clashes the authorities have. The military forces are to
come under United Nations and take care of internal calamities and natural
disasters that in due course of time the same gets dissolved when the stability is
reached to the core of every global civic. It all lies in giving the freedom to each
individual and make him come up with his own efforts and interest with an
assurance that none can suffer.
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The social set up needs a reformation as to give as many opportunities for
all to multiply the benefits and the traits are to be brought up as giving ways to
criticisms, discussions and contributions from all directions to move up with an
inclusive effort that the spirit of all make the purpose served in the best way. One
man decision can never occur in a democratic system. The contribution from
every single individual should have consideration with due concern that make the
issue viewed from all directions. The main reason for crime is accumulated
emotions that burst out as aggressive actions in the unbearable situations which
should have immediate let outs, expressions that the same will lead to conviction
of the involved. The materialistic life style in this rapid world with opportunities
globalised make the people spend less time for sharing and move authoritatively
which is the reason for many of the crimes. Mostly the mistakes, for the reason of
finding a critical situation, forces one to hide which make him commit crimes and
make him enter into irrecoverable situations. The mistakes are part of human
activity, the punishments do not create a constructive situation, whereas a space
to accommodate mistakes and enact corrective measures makes the situation
right.
The governance and any social system is not to
the responsibility of a single, it is the combined efforts
of all, to which due weight must be given. Murders and
damages to one or to a system happens when there is
no way for emotions or no way for the consideration of
the opinions. It could be for the authority or for the non acceptance of truth and
that the core lies in the environment to the freedom of thoughts and expression
to every individual. It is to be understood, the activity in common for individuals
in a social system deserves priority rather than the ideas, opinions about him, his
virtue towards which one should establish the stance in social activities and there
cannot be preferences and reservations. Access is the important criteria that give
way to the freedom of thoughts and expression. The government representative
in whatever designation he is, in public service in whatever capacity he is, the
prime quality needed is access. The priority over the various jobs in a day should
be organized in such a way that the access to the beneficiaries deserves a place.
The financial crisis is for the accumulation of
money to a few who believe being the top in the list of
millionaires is their ambition. The same results in lot of
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illicit activities using the government officials thus rivalry among the business
people and the crimes in their list is countless which has due social impacts but no
record in government for their personal influence. Similarly the political scenario
which is against the constitution made the political people involve in governance
for which they dilute the procedures which had mounted to several different illicit
activities to the core of foreign investments. This had placed the nation in a
critical situation which if not attended to regulate the procedures, will result in
more of violations and problems to law and order. The political people only hold
the ex officio status which alone makes them prioritize in government as public
representatives than those who lost in the election.
They have no direct role in governance.
The funds accumulated to them make illegal
activities for they are forced to make micro
governances and remain influential and that makes
the entire government violate norms and
constitutional rights. This makes the illicit distribution
of money who for not having access to accountability accumulate in the houses of
the people that give way to burglary. The system is to be reformed to
accommodate the wishes, aspirations and credentials of every one that he gets
self confidence, recognition and the way to live peacefully and that there will not
be crime.
The harassment against women is for the non
acceptance of their potentials for which they are being
criticized with sensitive issues. The skills of the women
are special and unique with which they are to be
approached in any job. Equality in right and dignity is
giving concern with equality and not restricting them to
do what they wish to do , and squeeze them irrespective
of the time, space and so on. Women are more towards reality, responding to real
time situation and they don’t work for illusions. They have the humanity and
inclusion by nature for which their originality should surface in their responsibility
and not what they ought to do for a job in general. In this case, there will be
pretention and for which you find mindless discharge of duty. Making them
accommodated to the situation will worsen the situation for they are the best
learners too. This has to be kept in mind and women are certainly not the weaker
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part of humanity, they can tackle any situation and to
any extent towards which their originality is to be
given way. Conviction is important and all human
beings are equal in their dignity and rights that there is
no need for reservation. The work environment and
the education are to the wish of the citizens as per
constitution and the human rights.There is no need to confine them within a
corporeal environment as restriction, they can be liberated with the trust on self
development and efficiency and which alone need to be assessed.
Traffic regulation is to the awareness of the
involved, there is certainly no need for traffic
regulation by police for it is the responsibility of every
individual. The task being communication should be to
the maximum in the virtual space, and the sharing will
be to the best of efficiency. This is for this reason, the e
governance is recommended, since there cannot be any secrets in the
government proceedings.
This make all government officials to desk oriented jobs giving up the
meetings and discussions which is consuming most of their time and make them
stay even after office hours which are not to the purpose but for the authority of
the celebrity or higher officials. Here the potentials deserve due recognition and
the openness to accept facts and get corrected easily make an official suiting the
job for the public service is not to intelligence but to inclusion and brilliance. The
social calamities resulting out of the same gets regulated if conviction is involved.
The personal visit to any place should make a safe and pleasant journey and
should not demand the speed for when e governance is to implementation and
virtual space is used for the tasks, there can only be personal visits for pleasure
trips and recreation with family where only the safety gets the priority. In work
places where physical labor is needed we need to plan the job in such a way that
the efficiency plays the role and not the duration that the late arrivals will also
have a place in the system.
Public meetings and functions are to the concern of police, for the public
assembly is declared as the right of an individual without arms and since we had
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experienced the same are the spots of terrorism such public meetings are to be
banned for protection and will be to the risk of individuals. The religious places
and festivals are not the concern of government and they are to the public for
their individual beliefs that the government should focus only on individual
wishes and not the representation from a trust, or religious association that they
slowly move out of practice.
Money became just a printed paper and to the
reach of anyone who wishes to posses it for the political
influence in governance and fiat money system, the
same loses its value as possession but a mean to earn
luxury, sophistication and needs in their circles of
influence. The importance to money make the crime
happen that we should transform to a simple life style
which the health aspect suggests even for multi millionaires. For the same they
cannot turn out to be poor or an average person, but can make the cash flow to
the needs and expertise of people with multiple business where the welfare of
the employees form their priority and automatically they will get due profit for
inclusion. Here there is no need for the influence in the governance and
corruption. A genuine activity deserves the place. The regulated cash flow make
the governance reach the purpose of fiat money system. The satisfaction and
peace of mind lies not in what you possess but in making your views expressed.
This makes the mistakes corrected that there will not be crimes out of
accumulated feelings. More of money flowed into one for his authority is not a
possession to his progression, but burdens to him which make him regress
compulsively. The affluence need to be converted to cooperation to government
in due course of time, for which genuine sharing is essential.
The social restrictions as name, religion, region, caste, marital status,
education, employment are all to an individual wishes and which are dynamic to
the core for the advanced status of experiences and education. Changes are
inevitable that the system should accommodate such changes in the life of an
individual as his own responsibility for the government is not to bring everyone to
expected code of conduct and performance, but to make every one live freely
with their own reach for which we need to give their space. The government is to
facilitate the freedom of every one, not to restrict them to an average
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performance for the simplistic attitude establishes as common in government
procedures. All the above as name, religion, region, caste, marital status,
education, employment do not bind an individual to the government
constructively but suppresses his attitude of freedom that the mindful people
move to commit mistakes, blunders to escape from the same. The criminals once
punished are not liberated to lead a free life, their name in the criminal list always
make the police suspect them and even the innocent if imprisoned will turn out to
be a criminal mostly for the ordinary cases. Only those who get isolated as
terrorists will have the chance to move up progressively availing the facilities
offered to them.This even is not focused progressively that his involvement which
could make his group change remains unutilized.

The people for the globalization move to rapid
communication and transaction of financial resources
that they make every business online. The same lead to
a lot of cyber crime to the core of taking money from
the account to tracking the communication details of
celebrities. The status of virtue of the public personalities is in risk for they always
remain under surveillance of media and people.People believe one can always be
in public service if he maintains a clean image which is highly impractical for a
man learns and becomes experienced only by committing mistakes. The issue lies
in how fast he corrects himself and update to the expectations of people which is
not a clean image which is of no use for them, but to give out due service to the
public needs far beyond the expectations ever. The activity deserves importance
than the virtue, for the virtue is tender and subjected to dilemmas. The banks
need to update themselves to technologies that serve people to have genuine
transaction where there cannot be secrets. The issue happens for the automation
and all cybercrime is through the pin number that we need to move to reinforce
personnel of bank in the service they ought to get involved in every transaction
people make and there can be shifts of duty or there can be emergency
transaction to a fixed amount at night which will take care of immediate
expenses. This make the issue checked and no other technology gives a viable
solution for a technology with intelligence is always challenged. The technology
with genuine purpose and humanity survive for long and always has simple
solutions. Since the transaction control is manual from the banks there will not be
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account. If the activities
their needs, there is no
confidentiality that there
online.

The authoritative
attitude of the politicians
and officials are to be
checked and none must
be given license to hold
gun for he will have no
threat if his activities are to the conviction of the involved. In this case they
receive cooperation only from the involved for the authenticity they hold ,which
will turn aggressive if they exhibit authority.The authoritative attitude is more
pronounced for this license, for they have no need to give the reason and proof.
We cannot make all the public constrained to any restriction or rule but can gain
their cooperation only with conviction.
Conclusion:
The crime prevention is not in punitive and investigative vigilance but in
the preventive vigilance that the governments need to
study every crime report to make changes in the likely
situations that a crime will never get repeated. It should
assure not the intelligent security force to public, but
brilliant facilitator to all that the individual deserves as
his right to live even when he had committed a crime
for a situation. The judicial system cannot be imperialistic to the core of
demanding the freedom of one, but to take measures to regulate one to become
a normal person in due course of time for which conviction plays the due role.
The rapid activities of the world and the egoistic attitude of people put a pressure
in the judicial system that the judgment is forced onto one and the appeals play
no role in their reformation. Instead if the activity is unbiased and giving due
space for the involved to defend their case, there will come conviction and hence
the correction that the society gets constructive reformation. The children of the
criminals too have a chance to get accustomed to the environment and that we
see terrorism flourish in spite of stringent measures. The minority is not by
religion but by recognition that skills are to be identified, enhanced and every one
made special and unique for their skill and credentials, that they get what they
want rightfully and for which there will not be a situation to commit crime at all.
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The situation favorable for one to bring out his wishes as offense becomes a
criminal and if the same has a righteous chance based on conviction, the same
will turn out to be contribution to the society. Only the unidentified, non
recognized energy and dynamism make crime. Criminals are not born but made.
The holocaust by government is justified, it happens for the wish of an individual
leader, whereas the same is a group murder if terrorists involve. The objectives of
terrorists are much towards constitution, that they are to be accepted to make
every individual live for their freedom. The government has to change truly
democratic, giving out the authority, imperialism, the welfare of the nation is the
responsibility of every citizen and they make it prosper in their own way. The
government for masses has to cease for its proven inefficacy. The court for
following imperialistic judicial system has sentenced a few to death for
assassination even though the person assassinated and the families of the same
are not for revenge. But at a later stage the judges themselves felt for the
judgment that it would not have been the sentence to death with the
circumstantial evidences. In this situation who are to be considered as
criminals?.The system of law and order, the judicial system need a total
reformation to make the corrective measures with whistle blowing, preventive
vigilance and with inclusion that there will be conviction, it will take some time
but the effect is long lasting where as an authoritative decision and effort will
always make the situation critical and for which there remains a lot of issues
pending before the court. There cannot be an individual pointed as criminal in any
situation, there are a lot of connecting situations and circumstances that if the
responsibility is to an individual and not to a group there cannot be crimes at all.
Since the development of one is to his best, his credentials and skills, he need not
have to compromise for which he remains confident and self satisfied ever and
that is absolutely sufficient for one to lead a peaceful life.
There are a lot of private detective agencies coming up now who for the
benefit of the charges challenge the human rights and the same mostly lead to
threat than correction which induces a social insecurity and a committed situation
of celebrities to threats, with which they cannot be genuine for the dilemma
includes the family members of the celebrity with whom he has to experience
sentimental bonds and for which compromising the official responsibility is
common. Such agencies are to be bonded morally to government and the reason
for such an investigation must be compulsorily a corrective measure instilling
humanity. If brilliance is ever demanded than intelligence the situation by itself
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will get corrected towards which the social reformation needs to be. This social
reformation will become a regular practice if e governance is executed which not
only provide transparency but accountability of the expertise, which is not
resourcefulness but openness to cooperate with conviction.
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